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Here are the “common terms” underlying EMA.
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The generalized management capabilities of the OWIS GEM approach are 
designed, as an executable model, also known as a “dynamic virtual application”, to 
enable any enterprise and its participants to ask and answer evolving questions of 
any complexity spanning the larger endeavor and its component endeavors, and the 
environment surrounding them, in a very simple and intuitive way.  The practical 
approach for implementing and then applying GEM within a given enterprise is 
designed to be as simple and cost-effective as possible, leveraging advanced 
semantic, metadata management, and operations management technologies 
wherever possible.

Every thing of interest to the enterprise can be managed at the physical, 
conceptual, process, and data levels using GEM , with GEM implementation and 
subsequent ongoing use providing  a comprehensive and coherent base of 
knowledge for each and every enterprise operation. 

A GEM-based system provides automated support for management, from the 
general to the specific. Following the open-standards-based GEM methodology, and 
using the GEM open-standards distributed repository, implemented from one of 
several 3rd party commercial products, enables any enterprise to quickly resolve its 



toughest problems. 

Any Intelligence and Fusion requirement can be fully supported using the GEM 
integrated spiral life cycle management model, shown here, implemented as an 
enterprise-wide information management system for our clients.
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Management: The purposeful resolution of complexity, inconsistency, and chaos in 
science, society, and perception into a dynamic system of relative controlled order.  
The movement from Current Problem to Solved Problem, or from As-Is situation to 
To-Be situation.  Portfolio management provides changes strategies, as investments 
in new and/or improved capabilities.
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OWIS, as a non-profit management education and research organization, provides 
a full spectrum of Services for helping you manage and lead your organization, in 
whole or in part, in its endeavors.  We provide our GEM approach as an integrating 
foundation with the support of relevant subject matter management experts, and/or 
with arrangements best of breed management and technology service providers.  
We are willing and able to work with your existing contractors in all categories of 
GEM service.  

We provide Enterprise Management Services and Support using our GEM 
methodology, implemented in value-producing short phases using our Enterprise 
Management Maturity (EMM) phased process within the broader GEM approach.  
GEM inherently provides a methodology, supported by appropriate Enterprise 
Management Architecture (EMA) metaschema and technology, for developing 
enterprise architectures, within its larger methodology for managing the intelligence 
and intelligence-based operations of any endeavor.  
GEM is similar in concept to cartography and surveying.  Cartographic maps, and 
the surveys that define them, can be of new territory, or of currently populated 
territory.  These cartographic maps, as do GEM maps, provide the basis for 
government, organizational, and property treaties, boundaries, and interfaces, and 



for simpler navigation across this terrain.  
GEM provides the map or "blueprint" of the enterprise components and their 
interfaces, as does mature enterprise architecture.  But GEM also provides the 
"inventory" of all enterprise resources/assets at their various life cycle stages, maps 
those resources to the "architecture" of processes, functions, organization units, 
organization, and locations relevant to the enterprise, and then provides the 
intelligence management and operations management mechanisms to operate the 
enterprise as a single "system", within its identified value-chain and environment 
influences.  In doing this, GEM provides an Enterprise Architecture that goes far 
beyond the IT Architecture provided by FEA/FEAF, DoDAF/C4ISR, TOGAF, 
Zachman, Spewak, etc.
Through use of the more comprehensive and structured GEM methodology, we 
provide Enterprise Architecture services and support, having the ability and readiness 
to work with:  EA frameworks (e.g., Zachman, DoDAF/C4ISR, FEA, TOGAF, etc.) and 
EA methodologies (e.g., Spewak), data, software/application, system, and 
architecture modeling tools (e.g., Computas Metis, Agilense Web Modeler, 
Telelogic/Popkin System Architect, IBM Rational Rose, Intersystems Ensemble, 
Tenfold, Ptech, Poseidon UML, Oracle Designer, Microsoft Visio for Enterprise 
Architects), metadata (model) repositories (e.g., Open Standard (MOF, Agilense EA 
Repository, Netbeans MDR, DSTC), Proprietary (Intersystems Cache, MEGA 
International, Troux/Metis, CA/Platinum ModelMart, ASG Rochade, Cyrano, Softlab 
Enabler, Oracle, Microsoft, Rational ClearCase, ISC E-GEN/MAP, Sybase 
Metaworks) ) and middleware products (workflow, metadata management, metadata 
integration, ETL, Enterprise Service Bus (ESB), etc.)

We provide full life cycle support for system and software capabilities through our 
award-winning IT service capabilities, and by teaming with other high quality 
companies.
We provide network infrastructure services, such as data and voice 
telecommunication services and support, through our teaming with high quality 
network service providers.
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This diagram illustrates a more detailed view of the flow of information between the 
categories of enterprise functions
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This diagram illustrates the enterprise and IT standards leveraged by EA and IT 
management activities.  Add ANSI/NISO Z39.19-2005, Controlled Vocabulary.

Note that CCM is the container within which all other enterprise activities are 
organized and operate.
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In this diagram, I illustrate that the enterprise itself can be considered an object 
within a larger environment.  

This model reemphasizes the “unitary” or holistic viewpoint present in the approach.  
It starts from a unitary, rather than a fragmented, perspective.  The enterprise is 
seen as a single entity/system within its environment.

Because of the unitary foundation of this approach, the concept of enterprise 
integration in subsumed.  “Integration” is less required when this unitary approach is 
taken.

In this regard, I view an enterprise as a single dynamical subsystem within a larger 
dynamical system, its environment. One way of looking at this is to ask the 
question: How many things are there? The answer will probably be either "an infinite 
number" or "one". One thing, with its various interdependent components, is easier 
to understand and manage that millions of separate things. This applies especially 
to human enterprise. 



An overall framework, such as this, is a foundation, and is defined with more detail 
filled in from the middle and then increasingly greater detail built in at the top. As an 
analogy, a tree grows from a seed, to a trunk/tap-root, to branches/roots, and then to 
the dynamic leaves/tendrils. This concept's foundation starts from a unitary 
perspective, rather than a fragmented one. An enterprise is seen as a single 
entity/system, comprised of large numbers of integral components, within its larger 
environment. Each person within the enterprise is as an integral component, and yet 
is also a unique and interdependent entity from other perspectives. 

Because of the unitary and fully connected foundation, this approach to enterprise 
engineering subsumes the concepts of differentiation, analysis, synthesis, and 
integration. 

The efforts of “Integration” and interoperability are less complex when this unitary 
approach is taken.  Refinement (decomposition) and maintenance of function and 
process, from a high level and stable unitary framework, becomes the principle focus 
of application, system, and service development, rather than the difficult integration of 
fragmented and inconsistent functions and processes.
===
This diagram illustrates that an enterprise of any scale and scope can be considered 
an object, a single dynamic subsystem, within a larger dynamic system, its 
environment.  The enterprise as subsystem, in turn, is seen as comprised of large 
numbers of interoperating components.  

Using this perspective, management of an enterprise can follow widely applied 
concepts of object management.  Object management, and thus enterprise 
management, takes an inherently “engineered” approach, and thus this approach is 
called Enterprise Engineering.
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An enterprise, as an object, has a dynamic customer focus and identifies the 
corresponding dynamic relations between an enterprise’s customers, suppliers, 
authorities, partners, and the public.

This is an expanded view of the customer focus model to identify the corresponding 
relations between an enterprise’s customers, suppliers, authorities, partners, and 
the public.  The same two way communication between these parties and the 
enterprise applies here. 
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GEM Phases
L1.0  OM – Operations Management
L1.1. Ops – Conduct Operations Life Cycle
L1.2. Ops Content – Produce and Control Operations Output Content
L1.3. Ops ETL/ESB – Expedited Integration of Operations Content
L1.4. BI/DSS – Expedited Analysis and  Decisions
L2.0 IM – Intelligence Management
L2.1. II – Intelligence Inventory – Using GEM Semantic Analytical Transformation 
L2.2. IU – Intelligence Unification – Using GEM General Management Metaschema 
as Unification Structure
L2.3. IA/RD/AP – Information Assurance / Resource Distribution / Access 
Provisioning Using GEM Unified Intelligence As Policy-Base
L2.4. VA/VL/OpsApp – Virtual Applications / Value Lattice / Operational Applications 
Integration and Delivery Using GEM Unified Intelligence as Shared Operational-
Store
L0. BPM – Continuous Business Process Management and Improvement Using 
GEM Unified Intelligence as Dynamic Shared-Situational Awareness-Store.
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The structure is diagrammed using a “directed labeled graph” - DLG, shown here 
with the requisite minimum of two labeled-components connected with a single 
labeled unidirectional arrowed line representing a specific named relationship. 

The properties of the structure are documented in a format now known as the 
“resource description framework” – RDF, established as a standard by the W3C.  
RDF is the foundation for object role modeling and data modeling used in semantics 
and data management, and for the ontology modeling used in knowledge 
management.  The properties of the structure, including the diagram’s properties, 
are stored in RDF format, preferably in an RDF, or metadata, repository.  This 
metadata repository can use XML, tabular, LDAP, or SQL technology.  The 
recommended metadata repository storage technology is an XML database with the 
RDF storage schema implemented as the RDF-variant Managed Object Facility 
(MOF) schema, with MOF established as a standard by the Object Management 
Group.  The MOF repository has the necessary flexibility to store, process, present, 
and maintain the  continuously evolving schema and content of architectures and 
implementations.
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Architecture is represented here in more detail, in relation to engineering and 
science.  Architecture is presented here as a human trait for perceiving the world.  
Architecture’s value comes in communicating the perceived structures in a way that 
can be used as the start point for engineering and  science.
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Paraphrased from http://www.knowledgemanager.us/KM-SemanticPaths-eng.htm: 

The fundamental elements of models, or any type of map representing perceived or 
factual reality, are concepts, their instances, and their relations (i.e., interfaces).  
Concepts (conceptual generalizations, events, named things, etc.) connected by 
their relations, form Assertions. The reticular (net-like resemblance) connectiveness 
of real, possibly-real, and non-real assertions forms the knowledge of a person or 
group. Thus, a model not only illustrates that two concepts are related, but identifies 
how these concepts are related.

A proposition is a statement that affirms or denies something, and is an Assertion 
that is considered a truth. Other forms of Assertions are opinions, conjecture, 
speculation, contingencies, possibilities, etc., which may or may not represent 
factual knowledge.
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Additional information about the concepts and relations, their Properties, help to 
describe and identify the concepts and relations, and their behaviors.

In Library and Information Science domains, the GEM-EA approach uses what is 
known as “faceted classification”, to enable dynamic and very rich description and 
linking between concepts.
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High Level EMA Process Steps
1.  Map the organization and its environment
1.1. Inventory, ID, and Arrange Business Functions, Organizations, and Locations
1.2. Identify and ID the Assignment of Functional Responsibility 
Map the organization operations and resources
2.1. Inventory, ID, and Organize Functional References, Data, Tools/Technology, 
and Standards
2.2. Inventory, ID, and Organize Goals, Objectives, Performance Measures, and 
Strategies
2.3. Inventory, ID, and Organize Funded and Unfunded Plans for Recurring 
Operations and New Initiatives
2.4. Collect identified EA information
3.  Perform and improve resource management and operations
3.1. Perform Function, Program, and Project Activities
3.2. Monitor, Assess, Report, and Adjust Performance
3.3. Monitor, Assess, Report, and Adjust  Enterprise
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RR Core
View 1

Titles:
The Rational Approach to Goals
A Model of Management
Executive (Strategic Management) Function – Migrating from As-Is to To-Be 
(Strategic Plan)
EMA Function – Migrating from As-Is to To-Be
General Endeavor Management (GEM) Function – Enterprise Operations
Operations Model – Why GEM?

Subtitles:
Management moves us from problems to solutions, enabling accomplishment of 
mission goals and objectives.
(An Extension of N.V. Peal’s Rational Thought Process)



Body
Management: The purposeful resolution of complexity, inconsistency, and chaos in 
science, society, and perception into a dynamic system of relative controlled order.  
The movement from Current Problem to Solved Problem, or from As-Is situation to 
To-Be situation. 

Stated simply, GEM is a "management solution" framework.  Any "management" 
problem can be solved, or management requirement satisfied, through application of 
the GEM approach and appropriate technologies.  GEM provides support for what Dr. 
Norman Vincent Peal called the “rational thought process”.  

For GEM, an enterprise is a “purposeful endeavor”, and thus can include the 
purposeful (e.g., goal-oriented) endeavors of nations, collections of nations, 
organizations, chains of formally and informally linked organizations, markets, 
communities, groups, and/or individuals. Each of these endeavors has an As-Is 
“architecture” at some degree of completeness.

GEM fits these various types of endeavors because any endeavor is about “getting 
from here to there” in a purposeful way.  Other names for endeavor approaches are: 
“transitioning from As-Is to To-Be”; Strategic Management (e.g., mission/vision, goals, 
objectives, performance indicators, strategies); problem solving (i.e., getting from a 
problem to a solved problem); “management” (i.e., resolving the problems of 
complexity and inconsistency in science, society, and perception into the solution of a 
dynamic system of controlled order); “change management”, etc. 

GEM supports endeavors at these various scales with a single methodology that fits 
them all.  This single General methodology also enables very rapid integration and 
interoperability of these endeavors, providing support for mergers, realignments, 
reorganizations, alignment on mission and vision, concurrent planning, task-force or 
contingency organizations, matrix and network organizations, reengineering, 
enterprise architectures, real-time enterprise operations, etc.

Part of enterprise architecture is defining how to move an enterprise’s As-Is 
architecture, and the infrastructure and systems described by that architecture, “from 
here to there” in a purposeful way.  This entails knowing: 1) where you are, 2) where 
you want to go, 3) what path and pace you want to follow, 4) how you’re progressing 
on the path and pace, and 5) what adjustments are needed to these.  Items 1 through 
3 in the preceding list are called “planning”, item 4 is “doing” and “checking”, and item 
5 is “adjusting”, or “PDCA” in quality-management terms.  These activities seek to 
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reduce the cycle-time required for any endeavor operation or decision, and thus the 
endeavor cost, risk and vulnerability.  These activities frame the Project Manager’s 
Institute Body of Knowledge (PMIBOK).

This goal-seeking approach resembles, and is a superset of, the operations-planning 
approach used by many organizations. It supports and can enable automation of 
large enterprise management controls such as compliance with the U.S. Government 
Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and Information Technology Management 
Reform Act (ITMRA, also known as Clinger-Cohen Act – CCA), and automation of 
management endeavors such as the 2001 U.S. President’s Management Agenda 
with its five key government-wide initiatives (Strategic Management of Human 
Capital, Competitive Sourcing, Improved Financial Performance, Expanded Electronic 
Government, Budget and Performance Integration).  GEM can provide an integrated 
mechanism to replace or subsume management tools such as the U.S. OMB 
Performance Assessment and Rating Tool (PART) and can directly support the 
Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA).
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This diagram illustrates the major enterprise and functional management activities, 
highlighting FEA compliance activities.  These management activities can be kept in 
synchronization with each other if their data, analysis, assessments, and decisions 
are kept in a single management repository, in this case focused on the EA function 
of USCIS.  
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GEM enables the enterprise to resolve many of its toughest EA problems through 
the implementation of its integrated repository.  This diagram illustrates the major 
enterprise and functional management activities supporting a GEM environment, as 
a closed loop system.
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General Endeavor Management (GEM) enables the enterprise to resolve many of 
its toughest problems through the implementation of a single integrated mechanism, 
a GEM knowledge-management repository.  GEM helps the organization achieve 
the goals of eBusiness / eCommerce / eGovernment / Real Time Enterprise by 
leveraging and moving beyond the capabilities provided by such fragmented and 
incomplete approaches such as Enterprise Architecture, CMM/CMMI, ISO 9000, 
Business Process Reengineering, Total Quality Management, Knowledge 
Management, Performance Management, Management by Objectives, Balanced 
Scorecard, Strategic Management, Portfolio Management, Continuity Management, 
etc.

This diagram illustrates the major components of a GEM-supported environment, as 
a closed dual-loop system.  It provides methods for inventorying and organizing the 
intelligence of the enterprise, for managing that intelligence to enable contextual 
situational awareness and resource-access-provisioning for enterprise participants, 
and for managing the enterprise’s mission performance operations.
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This diagram illustrates the major components of a terminology-supported strategic 
management life cycle process.

There are many “management improvement” methods and techniques that fit within 
this 26 step cycle.

All organization Functions perform steps 4-26.

Enterprise Management Terminology/Architecture (including EA) is put in place for 
steps 1 to 3, while EMT/A (EA) as functions performs steps 4-26 along with the 
other functions.

Balanced Scorecard is implemented as the Direction-Setting steps 5 through 8, and 
these same steps encompass the “Command” part of “Command and Control” or 
C2.

The “Control” part of C2 takes place as steps 9 through 26 and back to 4.



TQM Process Action Teams and Six Sigma efforts help to improve implementation of 
steps 10-13 and 14-17, while TQM PAT and Six Sigma activities take place for 
specific low-level procedures in steps 20 through 26.

Project Management, such as the PMI or PRINCE2 approaches, take place in steps 
14 through 17.

Recurring Operations, as in Staff Operations using best practice processes, take 
place in steps 10 through 13.

Clinger-Cohen Act compliance takes place in steps 1 through 26

CPIC takes place in steps 14-17.
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Management: The purposeful resolution of complexity, inconsistency, and chaos in 
science, society, and perception into a dynamic system of relative controlled order.  
The movement from Current Problem to Solved Problem, or from As-Is situation to 
To-Be situation. 

An enterprise is a “purposeful endeavor”, and thus can include the purposeful (e.g., 
goal-oriented) endeavors of nations, collections of nations, organizations, chains of 
formally and informally linked organizations, markets, communities, groups, and/or 
individuals. Each of these endeavors has an As-Is “architecture” at some degree of 
completeness.

Part of enterprise architecture is defining how to move an enterprise’s As-Is 
architecture, and the infrastructure and systems described by that architecture, 
“from here to there” in a purposeful way.  This entails knowing: 1) where you are, 2) 
where you want to go, 3) what path and pace you want to follow, 4) how you’re 
progressing on the path and pace, and 5) what adjustments are needed to these.

This goal-seeking approach resembles, and is a superset of, the operations-



planning approach used by many organizations. It supports and can enable 
automation of large enterprise management controls such as compliance with the 
U.S. Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) and Information Technology 
Management Reform Act (ITMRA, also known as Clinger-Cohen Act – CCA), and 
automation of management endeavors such as the 2001 U.S. President’s 
Management Agenda with its five key government-wide initiatives (Strategic 
Management of Human Capital, Competitive Sourcing, Improved Financial 
Performance, Expanded Electronic Government, Budget and Performance 
Integration).  

GEM-EA can provide an integrated mechanism to support these controls and can 
thus directly support the Federal Enterprise Architecture (FEA) and federal routine 
and contingency operations.
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A Facilitated Requirements Process, From Concept to Reality, Circa 1993, Derived 
from “Making Meetings Work” by Interaction Associates, Boston, MA.

A process for satisfying requirements is shown here divided into two distinct 
requirement and solution “spaces” that apply the same “open, narrow, close” 
technique to specifying the requirement and then specifying the chosen solution.   
This requirements process is highly General and can be applied in most, if not all, 
requirements management situations.

A concept or “as-is” situation, such as the need for a new or improved capability is 
first introduced at the start of the “requirement space” activity.  Various techniques 
such as brainstorming are used to collect “open” unconstrained statements about 
the required “to-be” capability.  The resultant unconstrained requirements are then 
organized to narrow down the requirements by using constraints such as feasibility, 
acceptability, affordability, implementability, dependency, broader/narrower relations, 
etc.  After the constraints narrow down the requirements, a ranking of the accepted 
constrained list is performed to close down the possible constrained requirements 
into a prioritized list of requirements to be addressed in the solution space, 
emphasizing any identified dependencies between the prioritized requirements.



This same technique is implemented in the “solution space”, where open submission 
of possible solutions to the prioritized requirements are proposed.  From there, the 
range of unconstrained solution proposals is narrowed down to those that meet the 
filtering criteria of the authority/client stating the requirements.  From this narrow list 
of solutions a closure on selected solutions is achieved. 
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Extension of the OMB FEA reference models into FEB Enterprise Management 
Reference Catalogs (i.e., taxonomies)
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The information primitives or “facets” of information collected and organized as 
taxonomies by GEM, encompassing FEA, are illustrated here.  Each of these facets 
represents the root of a hierarchical “catalog” or taxonomy of these types of things 
managed within an enterprise.
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The CC-FEA provides the means to assign resource-controlling “roles” to “persons”, 
“machines”, processes”, or “groups” defined from one or more of the informational 
dimensions/facets shown here.  These represent the subjects within the integrated 
value-chains, the value-lattice, of the enterprise.

For example, a person, as a resource (see next slide on 2nd level CC-FEA context) 
can be assigned a “role” based on matching a location, organization, workforce duty 
assignment (also known as Organization Unit – OrgUnit – assigment), business 
function, business process, or other resource criteria, or any combination of these 
criteria.  A person could be assigned Create/Read/Update/Delete – CRUD - access 
to specific fields or records in an MIS because of a combination of the time, 
location, organization, orgunit, and function associations in their CC-FEA context.
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More subjects managed (e.g., named, identified, described, related, tracked) by CC-
FEA
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In GEM, Enterprise Intelligence is a collection of those sensed, perceived, and 
recorded things, treated as resources, that guide enterprise decisions in responding 
to changes in monitored situations (i.e., current state).  The “fusion” of each of these 
fragments of intelligence and context present in the enterprise and its environment 
is one of the resultant products of the GEM process.

Every Functional Operation and its formal or informal Fusion Center, whether 
involved in criminal intelligence, national intelligence, military intelligence, business 
intelligence, market intelligence, economic intelligence, ecological intelligence, etc. 
all can gain from the coherence and consistency available by following the GEM 
concept, methodology, and metaschema, implemented as an enterprise 
management information system with appropriate technologies for the specific 
enterprise.

Enterprise Intelligence is a superset of the “sense, analyze, respond” aspects of 
what is now being called “netcentic” operations, or “netcentricity”. These intelligence 
resources are best managed as a whole, thus providing integrated assertions (e.g., 
facts, opinions, queries, reports, analyses, syntheses, contingencies, requirements) 
for decisions and response. 



GEM categorizes and structures its intelligence in terms of the basic human 
questions and answers of: where, who, what, why, how, when, how many, how often, 
for how long, of what quality, at what stage, etc.  

The intelligence categories of GEM (i.e., for faceted classification of the subjects) are 
named: Location, Organization, Organization Unit, Function, Process, Resource, and 
Requirement.  These categories form a “general ontology” for enterprise knowledge 
modeling and knowledge management.

GEM is used to collect, identify, describe, relate, control, and disseminate information 
about subjects in these categories.
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The OMB FEA Reference Models can be extended into the some of the GEM 
Enterprise Management Reference Catalogs (i.e., taxonomies)

GEM provides a comprehensive enterprise management methodology, 
metaschema, and supporting technologies as an integrated solution to support the 
OMB FEA DRM compliant details of data description, the full range of integrated 
semantics of data context, and the security and distribution requirements of data 
sharing.
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Linking across the GEM Reference Catalogs yields the structure and content of 
enterprise knowledge.  Generalized links across catalog categories yields the 
ontology of a given semantic context.  Specific links across catalog category 
instances yields the knowledge-base of a given semantic/situational context.  The 
aggregate of generalized and specified ontologies yields enterprise knowledge.
This approach extends the OMB FEA and DODAF into an operational management 
capability.  GEM is implemented using a 32 step process.
This “View” will provide for the development of the knowledge base to not only 
provide for the assessment and implementation of IT data, technology, service, and 
Portfolio Management, but provide for the view from the organization or command 
to include alignment to the desired Vision, Operational Objective, Organization 
Structure and Policies, Mission, Strategic Goals, and Supporting Organizational 
Structure.
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General Endeavor Management Improvement (GEM) enables the enterprise to 
resolve many of its toughest problems through the implementation of a single 
integrated mechanism, a GEM knowledge-management repository.  GEM helps the 
organization achieve the goals of eBusiness / eCommerce / eGovernment / Real 
Time Enterprise by leveraging and moving beyond the capabilities provided by such 
fragmented and incomplete approaches such as Enterprise Architecture, 
CMM/CMMI, ISO 9000, Business Process Reengineering, Total Quality 
Management, Knowledge Management, Performance Management, Management 
by Objectives, Balanced Scorecard, Strategic Management, Portfolio Management, 
Continuity Management, etc.

This diagram illustrates the major components of a GEM-supported environment, as 
a closed dual-loop system.  It provides methods for inventorying and organizing the 
intelligence of the enterprise, for managing that intelligence to enable contextual 
situational awareness and resource-access-provisioning for enterprise participants, 
and for managing the enterprise’s mission performance operations.
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General Endeavor Management (GEM) enables the enterprise to resolve many of 
its toughest problems through the implementation of a single integrated mechanism, 
a GEM knowledge-management repository.  GEM helps the organization achieve 
the goals of eBusiness / eCommerce / eGovernment / Real Time Enterprise by 
leveraging and moving beyond the capabilities provided by such fragmented and 
incomplete approaches such as Enterprise Architecture, CMM/CMMI, ISO 9000, 
Business Process Reengineering, Total Quality Management, Knowledge 
Management, Performance Management, Management by Objectives, Balanced 
Scorecard, Strategic Management, Portfolio Management, Continuity Management, 
etc.

This diagram illustrates the major components of a GEM-supported environment, as 
a closed dual-loop system.  It provides methods for inventorying and organizing the 
intelligence of the enterprise, for managing that intelligence to enable contextual 
situational awareness and resource-access-provisioning for enterprise participants, 
and for managing the enterprise’s mission performance operations.
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Basic FEA metaschema with minimal D&A extension.
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This diagram illustrates the OMB FEA in the large blue rectangle, with the typical 
amount of additional Agency IT management activities needed to respond to FEA.
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GEM encompasses, and enables in an integrated system, the sought-after 
functionality of services, capabilities, SOA, ESB, etc. defined in terms of GEM 
Reference Catalog content (categories/instances) and their linkages (generalized, 
specific).
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This diagram illustrates those things within enterprise-management-focused EA and 
IT environments that require configuration and change management.  By governing 
the items going from left to right and top to bottom, the enterprise is able to 
dramatically reduce uncontrolled “requirements churn” at the IT implementation and 
operation levels.
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By asking the GEM-EA procedure’s questions in the order given, the tables shown 
at the top of this diagram are generated, representing relation matrices for the 
subjects of the questions.  These populated relation matrices, when organized as a 
whole, related chain of subjects, provides a rich knowledge base of the enterprise 
as a whole.  These same matrices provide the data necessary to generate the 
various information, products, and views specified by the various enterprise 
architecture frameworks (e.g., Zachman, FEA, DoDAF/C4ISR, TOGAF).  Detailed 
attributes for each subject contain the majority of the subject detail, and both the 
subjects and their attributes are tailorable to each organization.  GEM provides the 
mechanism to aggregate these subjects and their attributes, and privacy/security-
appropriate data (e.g., knowledge instances) to enable the core GEM content 
distributed by OWIS to be increasingly refined over time, for all GEM users.
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The GEM Framework (i.e., GEM Intelligence Function) provides the underlying 
metaschema for an enterprise ontology or concept of operation (CONOPS) (i.e., 
GEM Operation Function).  This diagram shows the thread of activities, following 
the GEM methodology steps, by which the intelligence-base of GEM is populated.
GEM Intelligence Inventory Stage 1 (Modeling architecture of I-I down through IV-
IV) - Example Deliverables (Used in EMM 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5)
-- Enterprise Model (ISO 14258)
-- Mission Management/Balanced Scorecard
-- Enterprise Architecture (EA) Business Reference Model (BRM)
-- Security Architecture (Functional Role-Based Access Control (RBAC) as 
foundation for Authentication and Authorization, i.e., for Single Sign-On (SSO) to 
Resources
-- Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) Support
-- Organization, Missions, Functions, and Policy Directory
-- Function Distribution/Location (Job/Office/Manager/Location)
GEM Intelligence Inventory Stage 2 (Modeling architecture of I-I down through V-V) 
- Example Deliverables (Used in EMM 1,2,3,4, and 5)



-- Reference Architecture (ISO 15704) of Policies, Processes, Procedures, 
Templates, Web Services, Standards, Tools, Data, Metadata, Schema, Metaschema, 
Models, and Metamodels for EA, CMM, CMMI, ISO 9000, IDEF, UML, XMI, CWM, 
ORM, OWL, MPEG/RL, etc.)
-- Security Architecture (Refined Process RBAC, Data Classification, Access Rules 
and Methods, Digital and Physical Rights Management)
-- EA Data/Information Reference Model (DRM) and Application/Service-Component 
Reference Model (SRM)
-- Stakeholder Responsibility and Authority (Coordination/Collaboration Links)
-- Activity Distribution/Location (Function/Billet/Office/Manager/Location)
Stage 3 Example Deliverables (Used in EMM 1,2, 3, 4, and 5)
-- EA SRM Refinement
-- EA Technical Reference Model (TRM)
-- Integrated MIS, Workflow, Business Rule, Data, Value-Chain, EDI, and Web 
Services Model
-- Supplier/Customer Value Chain from Raw Material to Final Disposal (Product Flow, 
To Customers and From Suppliers)
-- Security Architecture (Access Mechanisms and Provisioning, including Single Sign-
On (SSO), based on User Identity and Role (RBAC)
-- Duty Assignment and Training Requirements (Position/Person Knowledge, Skills, 
and Abilities Correlation)
Stage 4 Example Deliverables (Used in EMM 3, 4, and 5)
-- Enterprise Program and Project Resource Requirements Life Cycle Management  
(Plan, Program, Budget, Execute, Assess, Review)
-- Financial Analysis (Investment Portfolio Management (Clinger-Cohen Act (CCA) 
Compliance, Activity Based Costing, Functional Economic Analysis, Business Case, 
ROI)
-- EA Performance Reference Model (PRM)
-- Security Architecture (Resource Accountability)
-- Transactional Context for Billing (Fee for Service)
-- Performance Results, Review, and Assessment
Stage 5 Example Deliverables (Used in EMM 4, and 5)
-- Enterprise Integrated Operations Management
Stage 6 Example Deliverables (Used in EMM 5)
-- Enterprise Dynamic Intelligence and Operations Management
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Graph of the GEM Metaschema. This diagram identifies the four primary (colored 
blocks) and two secondary (clear blocks) object relationships managed by GEM, as 
well as the four internal elements (clear rectangles) of the objects.  

Note that the standard Object Model (i.e., object metaschema) defined by the 
OpenGroup has two of the primary, none of the secondary relationship structures, 
and three of the internal elements.
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RR1 This is the model that extends the basic object model to encompass more of the relationships I 
discovered in my 1982-85 Master's work and my "enterprise-level" manager and analyst assignments 
since 1982.  The relationships around the object model provide the GEM "knowledge-representation 
model", which I document as the M3 layer of the GEM four-layer metamodel architecture.
Roy Roebuck, 1/20/2006
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Note that technologies for content indexing, search, and categorization of structured 
and unstructured data, and metadata management of structured data (e.g., for 
virtual databases) fall into the “intelligence mining” tool phase.
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GEM Operational Model, With Intelligence Inventory (GEM Management Analysis 
Technique)

1.  Word Use
Sources
Basic Index
Corpus (Text)
Word List
Usae
Parts of Speech
Triples
Concordance
Word Sense

2. Domain Vocabulary - M0: All Domain Nouns Used and All Relationships (i.e., 
Verbs) Used by a person, group, organization, etc. in Separate Implementations



3.  Controlled Vocabulary
Triples in Context
Word Taxonomy
Semantic Threads (themes/topicmaps)
Concept Map
Categorized Index (Topics)
Ontology

4. Aggregated Models - M1: All Domain Nouns Specifically Categorized and 
Characterized (with Attributes) and all Relationships (i.e., Verbs) Specifically 
Categorized in Aggregate Repository (e.g., Agilense Domains from OWL ontology, 
RDFS metaschema, ER Diagram, UML Diagram, IDEF1x (Data Model), IDEF0 
(Function Decomposition), IDEF3 (Process Model))

5. Integrated/Federated Model - M2: All Nouns Generally Categorized and 
Characterized (with Attributes) and all Relationships (i.e., Verbs) Generally 
Categorized in General Enterprise Model (General Schema and General Process 
(e.g., strategic life cycle management)) (Multiple-Domain Integrating General 
Enterprise Ontology for context-based access control, context-based asset 
distribution, context-based group/community membership and roles )

6. General Enterprise Topics
Categories

Location
Organization
Etc.

Relations
Categorizes
Contains
Etc.

Roles
Customer
Supplier
Etc.
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7. Unified Model - M3: All Words (e.g., from enterprise, from WordNet, from 
world/web) and All Relationships (using Infolution, etc.) in Global Connection Model 
(e.g., multilingual, multi-vocabulary integration/translation)
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This diagram illustrates how intelligence management can be used as the basis for 
situational awareness, access control, and capability (e.g., executive, production, 
support capabilities) management. 
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This diagram illustrates the GEM technique for discovering and extracting the 
meaning, i.e., semantics, of client information content from databases, file systems, 
etc.  GEM uses the more typical “extraction, transformation, load” (ETL) common to 
typical data integration efforts, and then adds in the “semantic analysis” 
transformation technique of both the prior ETL results from structured data such as 
databases, showing their “closed world” view, and the unstructured content from file 
systems, emails, etc., showing their discovered “open world” view.

The ETL and Semantic Analysis results are then used to automatically populate the 
GEM subject catalogs (i.e., taxonomies) which then serve as “references”, such as 
in database or form lookup tables for the client organization members and 
processes.
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The GEM “intelligence inventory” process is then used to load or update the 
enterprise management (including enterprise architecture) “Metamodel and 
Knowledge Management repository with its specified and discovered content for its 
reference catalogs (taxonomies), the specified and discovered relationships-
between and attributes-of these reference catalogs, and the links back to the ETL 
and semantic analysis sources.  From this, a standard data structure providing the 
full collection of the identified, collected, aggregated, integrated, and then unified 
client “intelligence” is available for query and subsequent use in analytical, 
visualization, planning, simulation, decision support, and operational capabilities.
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This diagram illustrates the elements of GEM which corresponded to the 
intelligence requirements of an Intelligence Fusion Center. (Shown: some of the 
primary GEM intelligence products for Fusion Centers, from a high level view of the 
GEM intelligence management process.  Not Shown: enterprise management 
concepts, management life cycle methodology, management metaschema, 
intelligence product specifications, detailed intelligence management 
process/workflow, and supporting intelligence management technology, technology 
interfaces, and applied techniques per selected technology and interface.)

Shown here are a suggested sequence of information products that are built up in 
establishing controlled vocabularies.  When the topic of controlled vocabularies 
arises in discussion, many would respond that they already have a “glossary” or 
“lexicon”.  See the ovals in the diagram identifying where lexicons and glossaries fit 
within a broader controlled vocabulary structure and process.

GEM Implementation Steps
1.  Identify Users/Purpose/Domain and Socialize Intelligence Inventory (II) and 
Intelligence Unification (IU) process



2.  Collect or Connect-To Domain Intelligence Fragments
Content (e.g., data, files, email, directory entries, and their descriptive 
metadata), 
Containers (metadata defining databases, file systems, email stores, 
directories, etc.), and
their Context (associated Persons, Processes, Functions, Process and 
Function Roles and/or Positions, Groups, Org Units, Organizations, Locations)

3. Aggregate, via links or transformation, Domain Intelligence Content, Containers, 
and Context in a single model (i.e., metadata/ontology/knowledge) repository
4.  Integrate Domain Intelligence Containers into the General Taxonomy
5.  Integrate Domain Intelligence Content (data/vocabularies) into the General 
Thesaurus
6.  Integrate Domain Intelligence Context into the General Ontology
7.  Integrate Domain Intelligence Content and Container Relationships into the 
General Ontology
8.  Provide Unified Intelligence Repository from resultant mapping of multiple diverse 
Domain Intelligence fragments into the General Ontology
9.  Translate Unified Intelligence into Local/Domain/COI Views
10.  Apply Unified Intelligence Repository as security specification and shared 
content/container mechanism
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The classical framework for metamodeling is based on an architecture with four 
metalayers.  These layers are conventionally described as follows:
The information layer is comprised of the data that we wish to describe.
The model layer is comprised of the metadata that describes data in the information 
layer. Metadata is informally aggregated as models.
The metamodel layer is comprised of the descriptions (i.e., meta-metadata) that 
define the structure and semantics of metadata. Meta-metadata is informally 
aggregated as metamodels. A metamodel is an “abstract language” for describing 
different kinds of data; that is, a language without a concrete syntax or notation.
The meta-metamodel layer is comprised of the description of the structure and 
semantics of meta-metadata. In other words, it is the “abstract language” for 
defining different kinds of metadata.

This diagram provides a means of comparing the underlying structure of GEM to 
other “object” management standards.  This diagram illustrates the Object 
Management Group (OMG) organization’s MOF (Meta Object Facility) repository, 
and its derived XMI (UML application model interchange) , CWM (data modeling), 
CIM (IT Management), and SPEM (software engineering process) standard 



metamodels (i.e., modeling-tool specifications) in relation to GEM.  A MOF Repository 
is designed to support development and management environments (tools) such as 
these. A single MOF repository supports the multiple repositories of these 
environments, federated repositories, and versions of repositories, in a single storage 
mechanism. 
Technically, the MOF standard defines a MetaMetaModel (that is, it contains 
MetaMetaMetaData) that is stored in what is known as an M3 (count the number of 
"m"s) repository. This means that MOF is totally extensible. You can load any M2 
metamodel into a MOF Repository, such as those above and also metamodels for 
UML, CORBA IDL, Java, Rational Rose. OWL, etc.  UML designs from various 
object-oriented analysis and design tools can be imported into a MOF repository 
using the XMI metamodel format, which are then used to generate the resultant M2 
repositories within the MOF M3.  Finally, project specific M1 repositories (e.g., to 
support GEM-based enterprise architecture or situational awareness management 
projects) can be generated to hold project-specific data in M0 repositories for a 
specific set of data.  M0 is data, M1 structures the data, M2 controls the M1 structure, 
and M3 governs the M2 controls.  There is even an M4, called the Object 
Metaschema, established by OMG and The OpenGroup, which provides the 
structure/controls/governance for the M3 MOF.  GEM actually starts from an 
extended form of this M4 Object Metaschema, which is now being approached by 
new standards such as the W3C Web Ontology Language (OWL).

The importance of MOF is not just that you can bring all sorts of metadata together 
into a single place. You could, for example, define a metamodel that included all your 
corporate standards for software coding and development, or for management 
assertions such as concepts, semantics, and knowledge (i.e., ontologies), or for 
relationships between business objects such as organization, location, function, 
process, resource, etc. Constraint checks (i.e., data validation at the various M levels) 
would allow you to ensure that the contents of any M1 repositories created as 
instances of an M2 metamodel will automatically be checked for compliance to the 
defined M2 standard, etc. up to the M3 and M4 levels. 
This technology is seems highly abstract or “academic” to most people (e.g., puzzles 
within puzzles), although there are considerable savings to be made by having a 
coherent repository-based strategy to put all business, process, development, and 
operation information in a single place.  Before GEM, the typical organization using 
MOF was a medium to large company seeking integrated management of IT and/or 
system/software engineering, and so most users will not need to know most of the 
underlying details. With GEM, the intent is for everyone to have some familiarity of 
these object layers, so that everyone can interact directly with the appropriate level of 
GEM, at the appropriate time.
For most people, a graphical front-end tool that hides most of the underlying 
complexity is essential.  The data for the collections of assertions held in these 
layered repositories is best represented in the form of basic Directed Labeled Graphs 
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(DLG), showing two or more labeled components connected by one or more labeled 
arrows. 
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The General Endeavor Management (GEM) methodology, in conjunction with a 
robust open-standard mechanism to collect and relate data from a variety of tools, 
provides Model-Driven Enterprise Management (MDEM).  The GEM methodology 
and metaschema is vendor neutral, although specific technical capabilities applied 
in the GEM implementation and subsequent operations are provided by a limited 
number of technology vendors.

GEM has: a methodology, a metaschema, and a technology suite, implemented as 
a “hub and spoke” style integrating environment.  In this hub and spoke, the 
general/integrating metaschema (i.e., GEM ontology) provides the “axle”, a 
repository like an open metadata repository serves as the “hub”, various 
data/process integration technologies such as ETL and ESB serve as interfacing 
“hub-bands”, and then a variety of tools serve as “spokes” that support different Rim 
“functions” of the enterprise “wheel” or support different phases of the generalized 
spiral life cycle management technique we apply.

Our approach enables rapid/adaptive changes in data, metadata, and meta-
metadata, such as the composition of our seven reference catalogs (taxonomies), 
the relations between the catalog entries, and the attributes that describe these 



entries and relations. The key to increasing the stability of this environment is to 
provide a mechanism for community/domain consensus building, consensus 
decisions, and then subsequent variance identification and reporting to the variant 
author and broader community.

The General Endeavor Management (GEM) Approach uses Model Driven Enterprise 
Management (MDEM) technology.  Using such modern open-standard technology, 
GEM can provide enterprise users with the “whole-enterprise” information needed to 
conduct and improve their local operational activities, reduce costs, and reduce the 
latency of decisions.

This technical environment is addresses Technology, Engineering, Architecture, and 
Management of the Enterprise.  

GEM applies the EMA technical hub and spoke architecture to provide a "wheel" 
integration model, where the enterprise as a whole is represented by the outer rim of 
the wheel, and where capability "spokes" representing the various business and 
technical applications, tools, and data stores are connected over the variety of 
enterprise networks to our "best of breed" enterprise service bus (ESB) and 
Extraction/Transformation/Loading (ETL integration technology.  This ESB technology 
provides the integration "band" for our central "hub", representing our enterprise 
management repository, with its levels for 1) collection of enterprise data, 2) 
aggregation of enterprise models, 3) integration of models, and then 4) unification of 
models and data with subsequent production of "federated" views of the whole 
enterprise put into user-specific terms and information products/services.  This hub 
repository then is centered on the "axle" of our model, the GEM enterprise 
management methodology, metaschema (i.e., unified data structure), and technology 
specifications.  When it comes to high data throughput or high change rates between 
the capability-spokes and from the hub repository, especially from simulation and 
operation oriented products like SimSuite and Decision-ware, we interface with them 
using our ESB "band" to create one and two-way synchronization "circuits" for this 
data, with synchronization at the appropriate rate for the analysis and decision-
making needed by the capability.
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The General Endeavor Management (GEM) methodology, in conjunction with a 
robust open-standard mechanism to collect and relate data from a variety of tools, 
provides Model-Driven Enterprise Management (MDEM).  The GEM methodology 
and metaschema is vendor neutral, although specific technical capabilities applied 
in the GEM implementation and subsequent operations are provided by a limited 
number of technology vendors.

GEM has: a methodology, a metaschema, and a technology suite, implemented as 
a “hub and spoke” style integrating environment.  In this hub and spoke, the 
general/integrating metaschema (i.e., GEM ontology) provides the “axle”, a 
repository like Agilense serves as the “hub”, various data/process integration 
technologies such as ETL and ESB serve as interfacing “hub-bands”, and then a 
variety of tools serve as “spokes” that support different Rim “functions” of the 
enterprise “wheel” or support different phases of the generalized spiral life cycle 
management technique we apply.

Our approach enables rapid/adaptive changes in data, metadata, and meta-
metadata, such as the composition of our seven reference catalogs (taxonomies), 
the relations between the catalog entries, and the attributes that describe these 



entries and relations. The key to increasing the stability of this environment is to 
provide a mechanism for community/domain consensus building, consensus 
decisions, and then subsequent variance identification and reporting to the variant 
author and broader community.

The General Endeavor Management (GEM) Approach uses Model Driven Enterprise 
Management (MDEM) technology.  Using such modern open-standard technology, 
GEM can provide enterprise users with the “whole-enterprise” information needed to 
conduct and improve their local operational activities, reduce costs, and reduce the 
latency of decisions.

This technical environment addresses Technology, Engineering, Architecture, and 
Management of the Enterprise.  

GEM applies the EMA technical hub and spoke architecture to provide a "wheel" 
integration model, where the enterprise as a whole is represented by the outer rim of 
the wheel, and where capability "spokes" representing the various business and 
technical applications, tools, and data stores are connected over the variety of 
enterprise networks to our "best of breed" enterprise service bus (ESB) and 
Extraction/Transformation/Loading (ETL integration technology.  This ESB technology 
provides the integration "band" for our central "hub", representing our enterprise 
management repository, with its levels for 1) collection of enterprise data, 2) 
aggregation of enterprise models, 3) integration of models, and then 4) unification of 
models and data with subsequent production of "federated" views of the whole 
enterprise put into user-specific terms and information products/services.  This hub 
repository then is centered on the "axle" of our model, the GEM enterprise 
management methodology, metaschema (i.e., unified data structure), and technology 
specifications.  When it comes to high data throughput or high change rates between 
the capability-spokes and from the hub repository, especially from simulation and 
operation oriented products like SimSuite and Decision-ware, we interface with them 
using our ESB "band" to create one and two-way synchronization "circuits" for this 
data, with synchronization at the appropriate rate for the analysis and decision-
making needed by the capability.
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GEM-EA and GEM Repository elements, showing enterprise management, 
enterprise architecture and IT operation management components.  Standard are 
underlined.
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OWIS stages for deployment of GEM.
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GEM: Connecting Mission to Implementation
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Business architecture is developed in steps 0 through 19 and 25 through 31.  Data 
architecture is developed in steps 17 through 21.  Application architecture is 
developed in steps 18 through 21.  Technical Architecture is developed in steps 22 
through 25.  Note that Information Technology is considered only as one category 
within the TA and is not given consideration in the BA, DA, or AA.
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This diagram illustrates the operational flow of an organization using the EMA life 
cycle.  It also represents the multiple-level linkage of EA entity/relationship or class 
schema.  The EMA procedure is equivalent to a resource management procedure.  
In this case, the resource managed by EMA is architectural information and 
optionally, information about actual or intended instances of enterprise infrastructure 
and systems built, operated, and maintained in conformance with the architecture.  
EMA enables refinement of enterprise architecture throughout each subsequent 
cycle.  The information created, used, and modified in this procedure needs to be 
stored in a single repository to avoid fragmentation of the enterprise architecture.

This diagram also illustrates the operational flow elements of the EMA Spiral Life 
Cycle overlaid on the top-level OMB FEA Model with its PRM, BRM, SRM, DRM, 
and TRM elements, shown as yellow frames.  The light blue boxes represent 
operational activities common to most organizations, whether accomplished formally 
or informally.

Note that while an “enterprise architecture”, shown here as EMA components in 
relation to the FEA model, has elements in common across all organizations, EMA 
extends the organization’s enterprise architecture to support the larger enterprise 



management process of secure organizational operations management from 
managed organizational intelligence.  GEM extends the EMA, FEA, Zachman 
Framework, C4ISR/DoDAF, TOGAF, TEAF, and other EA frameworks, and glues 
these EA efforts together with the operational efforts, melding them into a full 
enterprise management (EM) solution framework.  GEM, as a methodology, 
repository, and repository-based and repository-integrated applications, provides a 
dynamic federated interoperability model for communities of interest (COI) within the 
enterprise, and a comprehensive EA and EM management approach.

The concepts underlying EA are not new. EA is largely the repackaging of what most 
who have taken an "enterprise view", or a "system view of the organization" have 
done all along. 

Note that The EA and FEA, through EMA or otherwise, are not ends in themselves, 
but are a means to gain control over technology expenditures, primarily IT 
expenditures.  IT spending has shown the trend of suboptimization - spending on 
localized views of need for assigned or assumed functions, not prioritized enterprise 
requirements. This control over technology spending and the reduction of 
suboptimization directly supports the alignment of the Executive Branch and its 
operations with the President's Management Agenda, in pursuit of Performance 
Management and compliance with the Government Performance and Results Act 
(GPRA).

If the common operational artifacts above are reviewed by those outside of the EA 
and IT communities, then most will acknowledge that their organization performs the 
activities yielding enterprise-wide common operational artifacts roughly matching the 
PRM and BMR. Fewer will have enterprise-wide common operational artifacts 
matching the SRM, while even fewer will have enterprise-wide common operational 
artifacts matching the DRM and TRM.

The need for a closed loop EA process thus drives the need for a shared, distributed, 
common, enterprise-wide repository for EA. Without such a shared repository - an 
"enterprise brain“ - every activity in this flow that is not shared through the repository 
breaks that activity and its subsequent activities out of the "enterprise-wide" view and 
makes it a locally suboptimized activity. If an EA activity and its artifacts are not 
stored and processed in the shared repository, they are hidden from the enterprise 
view and enterprise accountability. This takes local operational autonomy too far in 
the direction of wildness and away from the controlled order needed by any 
organization to survive and thrive. It's like a wild mutation, or worse, like 
cancer. Most wild mutations are not beneficial to the organization/organism, and 
cancer is never beneficial. A closed-loop, self-referencing, environmentally adaptive, 
self-healing management process is needed.
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Shown here are the high-level the elements of GEM that corresponded to all 
concepts of operation (CONOPS) for enterprise management.  This provides a 
superset of the Law Enforcement Intelligence Analysis (LEIA) cycle used in Fusion 
Centers and elsewhere in Law Enforcement and Anti-Terrorism efforts.

A technology-specific GEM Intelligence Inventory and Unification Technique follows.  
GEM terms are used, and industry-standard ETL and BI technology would fit where 
indicated [].
Inventory [Extraction]. Set up an Infolution site for the recently-provided client-

domain content. Merge any the collection of fragmented source files into a single 
source file (giving coherence to any taxonomy about the subject), create a text file 
from the merged source file (to enable several of the Word Extraction techniques 
that only work on text files), and create a PDF version of the merged file (which can 
enable us to do OCR on the text within the images and gain from other PDF 
benefits including size reduction of the content).

[Transformation] plus GEM Semantic Analysis. Extract the client-domain 
terms from the provided unstructured and semi-structured Information 
Sources via various word-analysis tools (e.g., Copernic Summarizer, 
Advanced Wordlist Generator (AWL), including Infolution’s query function 



against the currently-unrefined initially-indexed client-domain content visible at 
the above URL). Put these extracted terms into a file using the Infolution 
“Taxat” tool to build the “raw” list of terms. Begin to “seed” this list with simple 
(from WordNet/WordWeb) and domain-specific (stipulated in source content) 
definitions, descriptions or examples of term uses, term acronyms, and term 
abbreviations. As this term list is seeded with relevant information about the 
terms, “classify” the list using Taxat to generate the collection of XML 
taxonomy files representing the Infolution content, which are subsequently 
loaded into the above client-solution Infolution site to enrich the indexing, 
searching, source-categorizing, and relation-mapping with the seed 
taxonomy. (This process is iterative as more information sources are added 
and as the seed taxonomy is further refined. The work described in this 
paragraph is primarily focused on unstructured and semi-structured content, 
with no structured-content (i.e., databases), and is likely to remain semi-
automated into the near future. This is work that a “Business Analyst” can 
perform. For future structured data, use almost any of the commercially-
available and open-source ETL/ESB and/or data-integration tools.

2. Aggregation ([Transformation] plus EMA Semantic Analysis). Take this enriched 
Infolution output of terms, triples, quads (triples linked to their sources), and 
categorized sources and import it into an Agilense EA WebModeler (EAWM) 
repository specifically for this client-domain effort. This requires some significant 
expertise with both Infolution and Agilense, but is what can be efficiently and quickly 
automated as: Preferably 1) A standard web service feeding changed Infolution 
content to EAWM after a periodic or dynamic Infolution re-index job; or 2) minimally a 
file output from Infolution for automated import into EAWM after a periodic Infolution 
re-index. Without automation of this Infolution to EAWM interface, this step will take 
significant EAWM technical expertise (days to weeks per iteration of Item 1 above) to 
accomplish.
3. Integration ([Transformation] plus EMA Semantic Analysis). Map the client-
domain content’s terms and triples into an EAWM-based client-domain Taxonomy 
(i.e., Agilense “Types” arranged by “Broader/Narrower” relations provided by 
Infolution). Next map the “similar-to” relations provided by Infolution into an early 
client-domain Thesaurus showing “equivalence” relations. Next map the “related-to” 
relations provided by Infolution into the five remaining EMA Relation Types of: 
sequence, containment, version, variance, and descriptive”. The Sequence relations 
will display time dependencies or “process” contained in the client-domain 
content. The Containment relations will display “structural” or “functional” 
decompositions of the content. The Version relations will display “changes” of the 
content. The Variance relations will display “alternatives” within the content. The 
Descriptive relations will display “reference, definition, narrative, news, analysis, etc.” 
information about the content. This requires significant EAWM and Infolution 
expertise, with some support from client-domain SME and/or our Business Analysts, 
and is likely to continue to be semi-automated and ongoing.
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4. Unification ([Transformation] plus EMA Semantic Analysis). Map of all the client-
domain taxonomy, attributes, and relationships to EMA metaschema (taxonomy, 
attributes, relations) to add a common foundation/backplane for integration, 
interoperability, and simplification at the vocabulary and inter-domain translation (via 
thesaurus) level.
5. Alignment and Security [Transformation]-plus Semantic Analysis].
Alignment: Mapping of EMA “Function” terms to corresponding Location, 
Organization, and Organization-Unit terms. The Organizations and Organization-
Units are assigned “Missions” which are carried out by performing the 
Functions. Those persons assigned to lead and/or manage the Org/OU are given or 
develop performance targets, are assigned the Functional/OU/Org/Location 
responsibility to achieve those targets, are issued the budgetary and tasking authority 
needed to achieve the targets, and develop/implement/measure/adjust strategies to 
achieve the performance targets.
Security:

Resource-Context: Mapping of accountable resources to the EMA-Mapped 
process steps, processes, functions, OU, Orgs, and Locations context, with 
resource-access permissions (e.g., open, close, read, write, create, update, 
delete, etc.) specified at each variant of this combination of contextual 
mappings.
Requirement-Context: Mapping of the resource-requirements (by quantity, 
qualities, and schedule) of Domain and Inter-domain users (i.e., persons, 
process steps, software agents) to the resources, process steps, processes, 
functions, OU, Orgs, and Locations context of their assigned (and sometimes 
assumed) work assignments. 
Security Policy: Allowing users to access resources when their resource and 
requirement contexts match. 

6. Capability Configuration Management ([Transformation] plus EMA Semantic 
Analysis).  Provide Org/OU governance of enterprise architecture encompassing all 
requirements, resources, processes, functions, organization-units, organizations, and 
locations within the control of the domains and more broadly, the enterprise.
7. Input EAWM integrated and/or unified/aligned/secure/configured domain 
intelligence into client-domain Applications and Business Intelligence [BI] tools 
[Loading]. Proceed into Decision Support [BI] (EAWM as multidimensional analytical 
repository providing superset of Datawarehouse/OLAP functionality),Query, 
Reporting, Analysis, Visualization, Decision Support) after Step 3 followed by Steps 5 
and 6 for a single domain (i.e., single taxonomy/thesaurus/ontology), (Step 4 can be 
skipped for a single domain)
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This diagram illustrates the major components of a EMA-supported environment.  It 
provides methods for inventorying and organizing the intelligence of the enterprise, 
for managing that intelligence to enable contextual situational awareness and 
resource-access-provisioning for enterprise participants, and for managing the 
enterprise’s mission performance operations.
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This diagram illustrates the phases of activity involved in developing and 
implementing an IT Architecture and the related infrastructure and systems.  If 
reading the bottom bar from right to left, an organization cannot gain ubiquitous 
deployment (i.e., VII) of some IT capability until the capability has progressed 
through most, if not all, of the preceding phases (i.e., I – VI).
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This diagram illustrates the sequence of activities involved in reviewing your current 
IT capability, into developing a business case for new or improved capability, into 
evaluating commercial products/services to gain that capability, into decision making 
about whether to build or buy the capability, into testing any prototypes of the 
capability, and then into full implementation and operation.
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This diagram illustrates the life cycle of requirements management derived from day 
to day operations, with system and software development being traceable back to 
the underlying operational need.  This life cycle is mapped to the corresponding 
standards which can be used to guide the management of development efforts and 
the corresponding methodology, notation, and tool selection of the enterprise.

Paralleling the capability development is the independent validation and verification 
(IV&V) of the requirements and solution, and the certification and accreditation 
(C&A) of the capability’s security.

C&A phases, described here using the DoD Information Technology Security 
Certification and Accreditation Process (DITSCAP) structure are:
Phase I - System Definition (Draft SSAA) (Data Collection, Accreditation Boundary, 
MOAs...) 
Phase II - Verification (Desktop Analysis) (Life Cycle Planning, Config & S/W Engrg. 
Procedures...) 
Phase III - Validation (Hands-on Testing) (Site Accreditation, ST&E, CA/DAA 
Approvals...) 



Phase IV - Re-Accreditation after sustained full system operation.

Phase I and II include a 7-Step Risk Management approach 
System Identification 
Threat Definition 
Vulnerability Determination 
Risk Analysis 
Countermeasure Recommendation (Mitigation, Contingency)
Residual Risk Assessment 
C&A Documentation 
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This diagram illustrates the types of IT applications which are built on top of a solid 
technical infrastructure, shown here as a variation of the ISO 7 Layer Systems 
Model.
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This diagram illustrates the placement of a strategic management process atop a 
technical system model (I.e., the ISO 7 Layer System Model).  Running in parallel 
along the side are the activities that overlap to provide various management and IT 
products and services. It also illustrates the IT aspects of implementing strategic 
management, thus providing a foundation for all operations, projects, programs, and 
functions within the enterprise. 
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Establishing and maintaining “Trust” relationships, in a distributed electronic-
network environment, is the primary role of a PKI.

Organizational issues determine who needs to see what information, or take some 
action, based on the arrangement of relations in mission, goals, performance 
measures, strategies, policy, functions, programs, projects, processes, and 
resource-authority both within the organization, and for those with whom the 
organization conducts business.  This need could be categorized for the above 
relationships in terms of the need to know, show, or hide information, and need to 
take or avoid action.

Historical manual processes give us mechanisms for physical assurance of 
information.  Early workgroup level networks and applications have increasing 
allowed trusted operations in those workgroups, primarily based on persons 
knowing each other and thereby extending various degrees of trust with information 
and action in each other, based on roles and responsibilities.  Modern global 
organizations, and value-chain links between those organizations, requires some 
means to establish, maintain, and apply trust in a distributed, electronic form.  Inter-
operating PKI provide such a trust mechanism across multiple organizations.



If a Trusted PKI (PKI#1) is subscribed to by one organization (Org#1), and PKI#1 
trusts another PKI (PKI#2) trusted by another organization (Org#2), then those in 
Org#1 have the means to validate their Trust of those in Org#2.  This enables trusted 
business between Org#1 and Org#2.
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As a foundation for distributed enterprise work, and inter-enterprise work, 
establishing and maintaining “Trust” relationships, in a distributed electronic-network 
environment, is the primary role of a PKI.  Note that the underlying enterprise 
model, with corresponding strategic management approach, provides the foundation 
for all technical solutions, permissions, and access.

Organizational issues determine who needs to see what information, or take some 
action, based on the arrangement of relations in mission, goals, performance 
measures, strategies, policy, functions, programs, projects, processes, and 
resource-authority both within the organization, and for those with whom the 
organization conducts business.  This need could be categorized for the above 
relationships in terms of the need to know, show, or hide information, and need to 
take or avoid action.

Historical manual processes give us mechanisms for physical assurance of 
information.  Early workgroup level networks and applications have increasing 
allowed trusted operations in those workgroups, primarily based on persons 
knowing each other and thereby extending various degrees of trust with information 
and action in each other, based on roles and responsibilities.  Modern global 



organizations, and value-chain links between those organizations, requires some 
means to establish, maintain, and apply trust in a distributed, electronic form.  Inter-
operating PKI provide such a trust mechanism across multiple organizations.

If a Trusted PKI (PKI#1) is subscribed to by one organization (Org#1), and PKI#1 
trusts another PKI (PKI#2) trusted by another organization (Org#2), then those in 
Org#1 have the means to validate their Trust of those in Org#2.  This enables trusted 
business between Org#1 and Org#2.
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This diagram illustrates the elements of enterprise security enabled through the 
EMA methodology and supporting tools.  This slide’s animation progresses through 
the approximate sequential evolution of these security technologies in the 
enterprise.


